Dynamics of Evolution of Area Fraction of Phases and Domain Size
A thin film of 13.3 wt% PS-colloid/E7 gel was heated to 80.0°C, and then cooled at a rate of 0.2°C/min to 63.0°C (same cooling rate as used in Figure 1 ) at which temperature the system formed a cellular microstructure. Subsequently, images were recorded while holding the sample at a constant temperature of 63.0°C for ~5 hours (Figure SI.3) . From the DSC scan shown in Figure SI .4, we determined T NI of a 13.3 wt% PS-colloid/E7
sample to be ~59.5°C. This value is in good agreement with the value of T NI determined by optical microscopy (59.4°C). In addition to T NI , we observed a small exothermic process to occur at a temperature that coincided with the onset of the phase separation of the PS-colloids in the isotropic phase of E7. We note that the temperature at which the onset of phase separation of the PS-colloids was observed in E7 was dependent on the thickness of the sample. When using thick samples (thickness greater than 20m), phase separation of the PS-colloids in E7 was determined by microscopy to occur at 76°C (for 13.3 wt% sample). This temperature coincides with the exothermic signature in the DSC thermogram shown in Figure SI .4.
Electronic
Images of initial stage of phase separation
The brightfield optical micrographs in Figure SI .5 show the initial stages of phase separation of a 13.3 wt% PS-colloid/E7 mixture after the system was quenched to 67.0°C. 
Characterization of the Coarsening of the Microstructure:
A thin film of a 13.3 wt% sulfate-PS/E7 mixture was quenched sequentially to 61 °C from 80 °C, and then to 55 °C from 61 °C. The images were analyzed as described in Figure SI .6. We note that the depth of the quench used to prepare the sample in Figure SI .7 was greater than that used to prepare the samples that are described in Figure 8 . Past studies have demonstrated that deep quenches can result in high rates of coarsening due to "viscous hydrodynamic" mechanisms. 2, 3 For this reason, the coarsening seen in Figure 8 
